
This guide will assist you with assigning and viewing Hall Passes 

✓ Assign a pass from the website 

✓ Assign a pass using a QR code 

✓ Manage scheduled and restricted lists 

✓ View history of passes 

✓ View passes from the Student App 

 

Assigning a Hall Pass using a computer 

To assign a pass, login to 5-Star Students and select the Hall Pass button in the top right corner of the screen.  

 

 

First, the user will need to select the type of pass from the drop down menu. If a default has been set, a pass 

type may already appear in the selector box. 

Scan, manually input ID numbers, or look individuals up by last name. Hit the enter key. Once the pass is 

activated, their time starts. In this case, their 7 minute pass has been opened. You can enter any optional notes 

below the pass. A user can adjust the date/time to schedule a future pass. 
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Limits can be set for specific types of passes. For example, school managers can set a limit to how many passes a student 

can use in one day. If that limit is reached, a warning will appear and a user can override it. 

 

 
 

 

Closing passes 

If a student already has an existing pass, manually enter or scan the ID to close the pass. 
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Kiosk Mode 

A more “hands-off” approach for users is Kiosk Mode. This allows the staff member to leave a window/tab open for 

students to self-sign-out. Navigate to the Hall Pass area and select the Kiosk tab.  

 

 
 

 
 

Students will select any available passes, input their ID number (or use the search by name), and hit enter. Their pass will 

automatically begin. This page will refresh itself every 60 seconds, allowing students to input their ID a second time to 

close their pass. 
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Hall Pass QR Codes 

If the QR code for a hall pass has been enabled (by Managers), any user can view and download them from the 

Hall Pass page. 

 

 

Managers can reset QR codes from the Hall Pass Types area by clicking on the QR code image. 

Once the QR code has been created, students can login to the Student App and scan the code to assign 

themselves a pass and scan it a second time to close the pass. 

 

    

 

https://app.5starstudents.com/Manager/HallPasses
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Scheduling future passes 

In addition to assigning active passes, users can schedule future passes for athletic events, early release for leadership 

events, and other examples. Click on the scheduled tab to assign multiple passes for future dates. 

 

 

If your school site has updated the Activity rosters, use the ‘add from list’ option to quickly schedule passes for an entire 

team. 
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Restricted passes 

Students can be placed on the Restricted list, which prevents them from receiving any pass. Users can override this 

restriction when assigning a pass. 

 
 

 

View active passes 

All user types (except Involvement Operators) will have access to the Active Passes. Click on the Active tab. 

 

 

All active passes will appear here. You can search for a student using the search bar at the top. You can also 

close out a pass by clicking on the red X next to their pass from this page. For example, once a student reaches 

the Nurse’s Office, the Nurse can close their pass and assign them a “Back to Class” pass for their return. 

Click on ‘show my hall passes’ to view the active passes you have assigned. 
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View pass history 

All user types (except Involvement Operators) will have access to the Pass History. Click on the History tab. 

 

 

All closed and expired passes will appear here. You can filter by pass type and by date range. 

 

Assigning a Hall Pass using the 5-Star Students Manager App 

To assign a pass, login to 5-Star Students and select the Hall Passes icon. 

   

1. Use any of the options to assign a student a Hall Pass: 

• Manual add - enter in the ID number or look the individual up by name 

• Bluetooth scan - pair a mobile Bluetooth scanner to your device and scan the student’s barcode 

• Camera scan - using your device’s camera, scan the student’s barcode 

2. Select the type of pass you’re assigning the student to continue 
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Closing a Hall Pass using the 5-Star Students Manager App 

Similar to the website, manually enter or scan the student’s ID to close the pass. 

 

 

View passes from the Manager App 

To view any active passes, select the Active button from the Hall Pass screen. This will display ALL currently active 

passes. Select the “my passes” tab to view any Hall Pass that you have given out that are currently active. Click on the 

Scheduled button to view any future scheduled passes. Click on the History button from the Hall Pass screen to view 

ALL passes that are no longer active (expired or closed). Click on the QR Codes button to display any available pass QR 

Codes. Students will be able to use the Student App to scan this display.     
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